Respecting Nature - Celebrating the Biodiversity & Beauty of Indonesia

8th Annual Pongo Environmental Awards & Benefit Supporting Orangutan Survival

Supported by
The Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia

New Date
Saturday, November 13, 2021
KJRI Event Auditorium
3457 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010

5:30-6:30pm - VIP Reception
6:00pm - General Reception, Silent Auction
7:00pm - Dinner & Program

Gala Sponsorship Packages
THE ORANG UTAN REPUBLIK FOUNDATION (OURF) PARTNERS WITH INDONESIAN CONSERVATION EDUCATORS TO INSPIRE YOUTH & ADULTS TO CARE FOR NATURE AND ENSURE THE LONG-TERM SURVIVAL OF ORANGUTANS AND THE BIODIVERSITY OF THE TROPICAL RAIN FORESTS OF BORNEO AND SUMATRA.

Through our alliance with The Orangutan Project (TOP), OURF amplifies its impact by providing resources to dozens of local organizations that are improving the outlook of critically endangered orangutans, threatened biodiversity, wilderness landscapes, and local community livelihood.

Summary of Achievements in 2019/20 by the Numbers:
Beyond education and empowering community development, OURF and TOP-USA are also assisting the Indonesian government to tackle more traditional conservation and wildlife management challenges through financial support of Indonesian organizations that are protecting forests and safely releasing rescued orangutans.

Summary of Achievements in 2019/20 by the Numbers

**Legally Protect Forest**
- 3.2M Acres of threatened rainforest
- 06 Community legal support cases
  - Has scientific & community input on land use planning
  - Against deforestation

**Post-Release Monitoring**
- 357 Released are being monitored

**Secure Habitat**
- 94 Thousand Acres of rainforest leased
- 1,195,992 Acres of rainforest now protected
- 4500 Orangutans now protected
- 117 Wildlife protection rangers employed

**Rescue, Rehabilitate & Release**
- 49 Orangutans rescued
- 213 Orangutans cared for
- 51 Orangutans successfully released or relocated
Pongo Environmental Awards

HONORING ENVIRONMENTAL ACHIEVEMENT

Since 2014, the relevance of the Pongo Awards has been broadened to include recognizing and honoring individuals and organizations on an annual basis that have contributed to the improved understanding and appreciation of orangutans and endangered species, rainforest habitat, and for improving conditions for orangutans and other animals globally.

Previous Honorees
The "Respecting Nature" Gala Event

The Orang Utan Republik Foundation's annual benefit helps to provide funding for its operations and signature programs: the Community Education and Conservation Program (CECP) and the Orangutan Caring Scholarship program (OCS).

OURF is honored to have its annual benefit supported by Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia at the newly remodeled Consulate General building in Los Angeles including its spacious event auditorium.

Attendees will enjoy Indonesian food & entertainment and bid on exclusive items at the silent & live auctions. The presentation, including the Pongo Awards, will be Livestreamed for those who cannot attend. While restrictions for in-person gatherings are being relaxed, attendance will be limited according to safety protocols by the Consulate office.
Please consider joining an active and influential community of supporters as an official sponsor for our annual benefit being supported by the Indonesian Consulate General and Livestreamed. This is the first time OURF has held its Pongo Awards on the Consulate grounds. Your participation as an official sponsor will help fund important programs that directly benefit Indonesian people and Indonesian biodiversity.

As a proud supporter of OURF's mission, you can contribute to the Respecting Nature Gala at one of the following levels and receive the outlined benefits:

## CARING SCHOLARSHIP SPONSOR - $2,000
OURF’s Orangutan Caring Scholarship program has provided over 200 competitive, multi-year scholarships to Indonesian students in orangutan-range provinces seeking degrees in biology, forestry and veterinary science. Over 115 recipients have graduated. Sponsors at this level will fund a 4-year scholarship in 2022 for a deserving young college student. You will receive the following:

- Seating for two at a VIP dinner table for 8
- Invitation for the to the private VIP reception at the Consulate
- Highlighting your gift in the event program and our annual circle of giving 2021-2022
- Updates on the progress of the student receiving the university scholarship gifted by you

## INDOONESIAN BORNEO SPONSOR - $4,000
Indonesian Borneo or Kalimantan is comprised of five provinces four of which have populations of wild orangutans. Sponsors at this level will fund biodiversity surveys and ecosystem restoration activities on Borneo and receive the following:

- Seating for four at a VIP table for 8
- Invitation for four to the private VIP reception at the Consulate
- Highlighting your gift in event program and our annual circle of giving 2021-2022 and signage at the event
- Complimentary half-page ad in dinner/digital journal
- Exclusive updates on our ecosystem restoration activities.

## LEUSER ECOSYSTEM SPONSOR - $8,000
As iconic as the Amazon, the Leuser ecosystem supports endemic biodiversity including the only place where Sumatran orangutans, tigers, rhinoceros, and elephants co-exist. Sponsors at this level will fund conservation education in the Leuser ecosystem and receive the following:

- Seating for 8 at a VIP table for 8
- Invitation for 8 to the private VIP reception at the Consulate
- Recognition during opening remarks
- Highlighting your gift in the event program and our annual circle of giving 2021-2022 and signage at the event
- Complimentary full-page ad in dinner/digital journal
- Exclusive zoom meeting with our education team in Sumatra
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8TH ANNUAL PONGO ENVIRONMENTAL AWARDS & BENEFIT SUPPORTING ORANGUTAN SURVIVAL

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THESE SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES, CONTACT THE ORANG UTAN REPUBLIK FOUNDATION AT
(310) 780-0883
SPONSORSHIPS@ORANGUTANREPUBLIC.ORG

ALL PROCEEDS GO DIRECTLY AND SOLELY TO THE ORANG UTAN REPUBLIK FOUNDATION.